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ABSTRACT

Reversible operational schemes as described by Piaget were

studíed in Kindergarten and Grade I childrents producËion and compre-

hension of the passive voice senËence. From the responses to three

conservaLion tasks: elemenLary numbeÏ, matterr and length, 18 non-

conserveïs, 16 transitional coriservers and 14 conservers índicated the

presence of Ëhree passive voíce forms: TransiËional, Conceptual, and

Syntactical in their production responses. Analysís of production

scores demonstraËed that the levels of production of passive voíce

forms corresponded to the childrents cognitive levels. On the compre-

hension tasks, scores indicated a tendency for the comprehension of

passi-ve voice senËences to correspond wiËh only the lower cognitíve

leve1s. As expected, on identification Ëasks comprehension of neither

the actíve or passive voice sentences correlated with cogniËive 1evels'
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

trrïithin the past decade, language and language development have

noË been studied ín ísolatÍon but, as McNeil (1970, p. 72) observed from

his ext.ensíve revíerr¿ of liËerature, language sËudies are íncreasingly

relyíng on theory and empirical evidence drarnrn from the cognÍtive

area, Bruner (1966), Chomsky (L966), and Whorf (1956) have provided

impetus for this trend. Sinclair de-Zwart (L964) pointed ouË that ín

Ëhe Ëerms ttcognitiontt and t'languagert' cogniËion precedes language for a

basic Teason, namely, to indicate thaË cognítive development is a pre-

requísite to línguisËic developmenË. This trend implies a recognition

of the fact that structures of thoughË influence structures of language.

This study focused on the relationship between reversible operations as

defíned by Piagetrs Ëheory and the syntacËical structure of the passíve

voice senËence.

Research in the area of both language developmenË and of Piagetian

Ëheory indicaËed that, at approximately ages fíve to six, a change in the

young childrs thinking processes becomes appaïent. In language develop-

ment this change is reflected in the child's ability to undersËand and

use certain linguistíc structures. The líteraËure suggesËs that the child

comprehends linguistic feaËures before he can actually produce them

spontaneously. For example, among five- to seven-year-o1ds, reporEs

indicated that younger subjects comprehended the passive voíce sentence

in identificaËion or ímitation-type tasks, but found it more difficult

Ëo produce the passive voice senËences eiËher verbally or in acËion.



According to Piagetrs theory, at approxímately ages five to six,

the chíld relies less on sensorimoËor and perceptual cont.ent, and more

on representaËional and abstracË content. This newly-developing al^rareness

may be observed in the manner in which the child handles conservation

Èasks. The concept. of conservaËion iurplies the logical necessity of

using relevant past informaËion in makíng a present judgement. The

evídence from research in language development and cogniEive development

írnplies thaË the chíldrs abilíty Ëo use complex senËence patterns

appropriately coincides T/üith his abilíty Ëo deal logically with past and

present events in his envíronment.. IË can be argued, therefore, that

the operations involved ín comprehendi-ng and producing the passive voice

sentence are not unlike the operations characteristic of conservation,

specífically, reversibilíty. This study investigated the necessity for

the attairunent of reversible operations for the production of the passive

voice sent.ence.

Cognitive Theory

Reversible Operations

The development. of operational schemes as described by Píaget

begins with the sensory motor period. During ínfancy, the functíoníng

of the operaËional schemes is límited to sensorimotor conËent, that. ís,

Ëhe cognitive structures are acLion schemes with no internal represent.a-

tion. I,rIith the onset of language, Ëhe exËernal can be represented

ínËernally but the schemes are not yet. reversible. Rather, the childrs

thoughË is preoperational or prelogical. Flenee, Ëhe Ëwo- to six-year-old



characËeristically describes objects and events as he sees them at the

pïesent moment, not as they are or T^7ere a few mínutes prevíous' In

addition, he is capable of seeing them only from his point of view (ego-

centricism). Furthermore, he considers only one aspect or dimension of

an object at a tÍme, for example, a bead is either yellow or l^/ooden.

He cannot understand that it can be yellow and wooden at the same time'

concrete operational thoughË develops at about sjx or seven yeaÏS

of age. The chÍld's operational schemes noT¡l become reversible; that ís,

in judgíng the present evenE he can take into account r^rhat the situation

was before iË \,ras transformed. Hence, he can describe the reality and

not just. the present appeaïance. For example, if a ball of clay is

flatËened into a pancake, he wíI1 state Ëhat the amount of clay has not

changed, ít is jusË in a dífferent shape, and he will prove it by rolling

the pancake back into a bal|. He can thus reverse his thinking and be

said to conserve Ëhe amounË. tr'urthermore, thís child can consider two

dimensions of the objecË simulËaneously and indicaËe that the breadth of

the pancake compensaÈes for the height of the batl. In the identical

síLuation, the preoperational child would descríbe only what he sees

after the transformation and would describe it in terns of only one

dimensíon. Hencg¡ he would say eitheÏ theÏe ís more clay in the pancake

because iË is bigger than the ball, or there is less clay in Ëhe pancake

because it is not as high as the batl. Though the concrete operational

child can think reversibly, his thought is limited Ëo operational schemes

ËhaË can be demonstrat.ed through coricrete manipulaËíons ' This behavior



is illustrated in the conservation of liquids experinent in which, to

prove that the quanËity of water re¡rains the same, thís child needs Ëo

pour iË back into the origínal container.

Though the essential characterístic of a reversible operat.ion

is the ability to recognize x1ne constant amid Lransformations, Piaget

describes three forms of its expression. The first form generally

evident ín childrenrs thinkíng involves the maintenance of the identity

elemenË. For example, a child will jusËify his recognition of identity

by saying "InIe havenrt added or taken anyËhing a\¡ray." The second form

ínvolves reversibility by inversíon; for example, "You have only goË Ëo

ro11 up Ëhe sausage and yourd see therers the sameamountto eaË.tt The

third and the latest appearing form is reversibility by compensation of

reciprocal relationships; for example, "inle haven't added or Ëaken any-

thing an^ray. "

Conservation ConcepÈs

Concepts of conservation in general, and conservatíon of physical

quanËiËies in parËicular, indicate the presence of underlying operational

systens characteri-zed by transformational properties. Their acquisition

is at.tesËed to by the appearance of astonishingly similar arguments (i.e.,

ídentity, compensation by reciprocity and cancellation through reversi-

bility). The particular interest. of conservatíon tasks is the fact that

they elícit judgernents and argumenËs expressing these forms of reversi-

bility. The three stages found ín t.he developmenË of the concepËs of

conservatj-on are generally described Ín the following manner. The first

stage is characterízed by a number of ansr¡rers and arguments indicatíng
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an absence of conservation. In the second stage, responses of an ínter-

medíate type take Ëhe form of vacíllation indicative of a semireversible

operational understanding. True conservatÍon is acquired ín the thÍrd

stage at which tíme reversibility by conpensation and inversion are

evident.

The essence of eonservaËion concepts lies in the understanding

thaË a certain quantitaËive property remains unchanged during trans-

formation and that acquísition is in a constant chronologícal order.

Research at Geneva (Píaget and rnhelder, r94L) has shoi,m thaË children

acquire the conservation concepts in the following order: dísconËj.nuous

quantitíes, conËinuous quantities (liquids, solíd matter such as modeling

clay), and then length. The standardLzaxíon studies undertaken in Geneva

(rnhelder, Bärbel, sinclaír and BoveË, Lg74) and by other researchers in

varíous countries confírm this order, although the actual ages at whích

chíldren acquire these concepts may vary with differences in indívÍdual

capacíties, in educational standards and in cultural environment. How-

ever reversible operations emerge through the conservation tasks in a

relatively constant sequence. It has been found (Inhetder, Sinclair and

Bovet, 1974; Costello, L974) Èhat specific conservation tasks, i.e.,

elementary number conservation (srnall collections), conservaËion of

quanËiËy of matter, and conservaËion of length, apptied to a given

population establish subject groupings corresponding to Ëhe three response

sËages.

The common characteristic of the first stage, in which children

do not have the concept of conservaËÍon of quantity, is that Ëhey focus
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eiËher on the action carried out (for example, flattening of the modeling

clay) or on the resulting appearance of the materíal. In the elementary

number conservation problem, it is the change in position of the counters,

resulting in a "longer" line, that causes the difficulty. In the conserva-

tíon of length problems it is the tendency to make ordinal judgemenËs

based on ideas of goíng beyond, overËaking, etc. Such children neglecË

the facË that the fínal appearance of the maËerial is deËermined by the

action whích brought about the change.

The responses of the intermediate sËage are generally characterized

by vacillation between nonconservation and conservation argumerits. It is

this stage that marks Ëhe point in development whereby the child begins

to establish relationshíps between some of the features of the experí-

mental material. Initially, Ëhese relationships are partial and are

restricted to a few feaËures on1y. In elementary number conservation,

understanding of numerical correspondence may be acquired at a level

corresponding to that of quotity, which Greco (L962) describes as con-

stitut.ing a semioperatíonal scheme quite distinct. from the concept of

numerical quantity, but more advanced than the toËa1 irreversibility that

precedes it. SímíIarly, a semioperational understandíng of continuous

quantities can be acquíred before an understanding of the nultiplicative

relationships between the dimensions of the flattened clay and the

elongated sausages is achieved. For example, if a child Ëhinks that there

is more modelíng clay when it is made ínto a sausage, "because the sausage

is longerr" h" has noted, apparently, the initial dimensional equaliËy of
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Ëhe two quantities of clay, and their subsequent inequality, but has

failed to relate the two comparisons.

Also characteristic of the intermediary stage is the childrs

apparent capability of mentally returning to the startíng poínt of the

experimental sítuatíon. The child predícts thaË there will once again

"be just as much Ëo eaËrralthough he judged that aË present the quantity

(of clay) has increased or decreased as a result of the change in shape.

According to Inhelder (1974, p.33) this type of judgeurenË is called

"empirical reversíbility," i.e., it permits the possibility of an effec-

tive return to Ëhe iniËial staËe, to distinguish iË from logícal reversi-

bilÍty. The main difference between this reversal and logícal reversi-

bility is that, although the return acti-on is the inverse of the trans-

forming actíon, it neíther cancels out this transformation nor compensates

for it. It is merely a second action which, for the child, ís completely

independent of the first. Piaget (1970) elaborates upon thís idea of a

possible inverse action as being a system of a semilogícal naËure.

Apparently the child establishes a seríes of one-T¡/ay relationships of

the type y, = f(x,) where x" ís Ëhe act.íon of lengthening the clay ball,-I I' I

y1 ís Ëhe decrease in thickness and f = the functional relationship

between y, and xr. The child then establíshes y2= t(xr), where x, is

the ínverse action of flattening the sausage ínto a ball and y, is the

reduction in length. At this level , however, these Ër^ro covaríations, or

funcËíons, are still envisaged successively and are not yet coordinated

inËo a single system which will transform the covaríations of dimensions

ínto compensations beËween dimensions.
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The senilogical system of one-way dependencies does not yet

involve quantitative invariants, but only an idea of qualitatíve identity.

At this poínË, the child ín unable to distinguish betv/een certain in-

variant and variant propertíes of an object. For example, the child will

reply that "itrs the same clay" even though he judges that the quantity

has increased or decreased. For the chí1d of thís level, the permanent

propert.ies of objecËs are qualitative in nature and are observed direcËly,

whereas for the child wiËh reversíble operations, quantity is conserved.

Because of the inability to coordínate the actions, the inËermediate stage

child nighË keep changing hís mind in one situation, or he might ans\¡rer

correctly ín one situaEion and wrongly in another equally diffícult

situaËíon. Inhelder et a1 (I974) report thaË prediction of which questions

or experimental situations will elicit correct or r¡/rong ansr¡rers is im-

possible.

At the thírd level, the child maint.ains coriservation of quantity

and justífies it by arguments based on logÍ-cal identity, reversibility by

cancellation of the change, and by compensation between dimensions. The

latt.er argument is based on an understanding of the reciprocity of the

relationships, for example, every íncrease ín length furplies a corres-

pondíng decrease in thickness.

For the concrete operaËional child, every action has Ëruo aspects

(Piaget and Garcia, L97L): it has a matería1 result, which constitutes

its causal part, and it requires very general coordínations, r^rhich con-

stitutes its logical part. Piaget remarks (Piaget and Garcia, I97L) that

the lack of true reversibility of the semilogical structures is due to
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the primacy of causal acËions over deductive operaËions. In ad.dition,
it has been found (rnhelder, sinclaír and Bovet, L974, p.34) ËhaË there

is undoubtedly a continuity from Ëhe semilogical and qualitatíve identi-

ties to logical operaËions and conservatÍon of quantities.

Concepts of conservation, therefore, are generated by logical

systems of mental operations and are governed by very regular laws of

development.. These concepts are neither preformed in the child nor

axquíred by means of símp1e observaËion of real events, buË are the

product of a proeess of equilibration r¡rhich effects development from

irreversible to reversible operational schemes. The original conservatíon

sËudíes (Píaget and Inhelder, I94L) revealed that the child's initial

understanding of conservation is based on a general undifferent.íated

concept of invariance which provid,es the basis for subsequent, more

specific, quantifications and measurements.

Development of Syntax: The passíve Voice

fn reviewing Ëhe liËerature on the development of syntax, a

striking correspondence emerges beËr¿een Ëhe age at r¿hich the child

demonstrates reversible operations and the age at r,¡hích he can produce

a passive voice sentence. Only the four aspects of language development

research that refer directly to Ëhis relatíonship are reviewed.

First, prior to 1960, a major portion of language development

research concentrated on syntactic development ín the two- to five-year

age period. since L968, researchers (Mccawley, Lg6g; chomsky, 1g6g) have

suggesËed that later language development is equally as basic and cerËainly

warrants study.
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The second aspect is that comprehension of language features

occurs earlier in development than does production of the same feaËures

(McNeil, L966). Evidence from empirical research and observational

studies verify this claim (Fraser et al, 1963; Kessel, 1970; Turner and

Ronmetveit, L967). In addition, Ëhe urajority of sËudies \,üas devoted to

children's producËíon rather Èhan to their comprehensíon of speech. This

r^ias attríbuted to the unresolved meËhodological issues surroundíng the

study of comprehension. UnËil the ICP (Imitation, Comprehension and

Production) Test (Fraser, BellugÍ and Brown, 1963) \¡ras generally adopted,

the lack of methodological clarificatíon límited the empirical information

describing the comprehension of speech.

The third aspect concerns methodology which subsequently has been

employed in language development research. Three methods appear ín the

literaËure: 1) naturalistic observatÍon (the sampling of the child's

speech in households (Brornm, 1969) , 2) traditional experimenLal situaËions

employÍng standardized techniques, such as Ëhe ICP Test or modifications

thereof (Menyuk, 1963'" Slobin, L966a)rand 3) Paiget's clinical method

(Kessel, I970).

Fourthly, the apparently increasing interesË in relating línguistíc

development to intellectual development (Sinclaír-deZr,¡art, 1967; Slobín,

1966) has become a controversial issue.

L{ith regard Ëo the firsË aspect, research, such as that by Chomsky

(L969) and many others, demonstrated a certain number of sentence patterns

which children do not mast.er until Ëhe age of eighË or beyond. Sentences

Ëhat depart from the acËor-acti-on-object paËtern and sentences in which
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the descríption of events does not follow their actual temporal succession,

conËinue to be incorrecËly understood and avoided in producËion. Though

con¡entives have acquired a stable meaning and operaËor-like words have

been introduced, the child's speech still seems to resemble the relation-

ship beËween the línguistic representational model and reality. In

particular, Ëhe child seems Ëo equate order properties of the linguistíc

model wiÈh properËies of the events and objecËs described. Beyond the

age of eight or nine, chíldren no longer exhibit Ëhis general tendency.

Confirmation of Lhese fíndings was obtained by Kessel (1970) and Cromer

(L970). Kessel, using Ëhe "clinical method" of Piaget, obt.ained sjmilar

age nor:ns for the easy/eager distinction. For example, in "John is eager

to please," it is apparenË Ehat the perceived subjecË and the logical

subjecË coincide, i.e., John ís the actor. But in "John is easy to

pleaser" the perceived subject is noË Ëhe logical subject' i.e., someone

oËher than John does Ëhe pleasing. Cromer (1970) investigaged the sen-

Ëence "John is easy to see" and found that only children rvith a matura-

tional age of almosË seven years were able Ëo recognize the grammatical

strucËuïe of the apparent subject, "Johntt.

In respect to Ëhe second aspect, observational study and empirical

research have reaffirmed the notion of the childts comprehension of

linguistic features preceding spontaneous productíon (Flavell, L963;

McNeil, 1966; PiageË, L953; Sinclair-deZwart, L969; Turner and Rommetveit'

Lg67). SenËence structure is one linguistic feature ín which the childfs

comprehensíon can be observed t.o precede producËíon. An example is the
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expression of acËive as opposed to passive voice, which involves a

distinctly different sentence order.

rnvestigations of spontaneous speech (Leopold, 1953) report the

late appearance of the passive voice sentence in language development.

Harwoodts (1959) observational study of preschool children found no

occurrence of the synt.actical passÍve voice-sentence in spont.aneous

speech of children with an average age of five years, eight monËhs.

(A sarnple of L2r70o spontaneous utterances vrere anaLyzed,.) The past-

participle f orm was used, that is, ttIL t s broken, t' or ttlt t s hurt. tt

Additional observatíonal studies (Kahane, Kahane ôr saporta, 1958; and

Slobin, 1966b) suggested that the passive voice sentence strucËure has

not been observed until after seven to eight years of age. correspond-

ingly, Menyuk (1963) found that 14 out of 14 nursery school children

could repeaË the passive, while only 5 of these spontaneously produced

passive voíce forms. Fraser, Bellugi, and Brown (I9æ) using imitaËion,

comprehension and production tasks, found that three-year-old children

r¡Iere correct only one-half of the tÍme on their imÍtatíons of reversíble

passive-voice sentences. On tasks of comprehension and producËion very

few subjects responded correctly Èo the passive voice senËences. Apparently,

imitation of the passive voice senËence precedes its comprehension, which

in turn, precedes its production in the tasks employed.

Another study ernployíng the ICP Test (Turner and Rommetveit, 1967)

investigated 48 chíldren at five age levels (nursery school , 4.32 years;

kindergarten, 5.87 years; fírst grade, 7.oo years; second grade, g.11

years; and third grade, 9.00 years) for their abílity Ëo imitate,
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comprehend and produce acËive and passive voice sentences which r,rere

reversíble and nonreversible. Three relevant point.s emerged from this

study. Fírst, on ICP tasks, significanËly more errors ürere made in the

processing of the passive voice Ëhan Ëhe actíve voíce sentences and in

the processing of reversible than in the nonreversible senËences. Second,

errors frequently involved the inversion of actor and acted-upon elements

in both reversible and nonreversible senËences. Third, a developmental

trend Tras apparent for the experimenËal tasks. The imitation task was

relatively easy for even the youngest subj ects. The comprehension task

presenËed difficulties for the nursery school and kindergarten children,

and the product.ion task was the most difficult for the nursery school,

kindergarten and grade one subjects. The difference in the degree of

difficulty in these experimental tasks coincided wiËh that reported by

Fraser et a1 (1963 ). The fatigue factor would seen Ëo have been rather

unlíkely as Ëhe experimental sessíon lasted only about seven minutes.

In addiËion, any effect of practice from Ëhe first to the last task would

have t.ended t.o make the fínal task easier, which \,/as not the case. In

another study, Brov-n eL al (1969 ) controlled for order of presentation

and still found a marked effect due to t,asks. An alternative explanatj-on

musË be sought to explain Ëhe order of difficulty of these experimenËal

Ëasks. Furthermore, it has been reported (Bem, 1970; Hayhurst, 1967;

Huttenlocker, 1964; Slobin, L964, 1966) that, among five- Ëo seven-year-

o1ds, the younger subjects comprehended the passíve voice senËence in

identification- or imitation-type tasks, but found j-t more difficult to

produce the passive voice senËence eiËher verbally or in actj-on. It
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appears that the type of task and the age of Èhe chíld are varíables in

Ëhe comprehension and production of the passÍve voíce sentence.

The third aspect noted earlier ínvolved a discussion of the

methodology prevalent ín language development research. A review of the

literature indicated that the ICP Test has been acknowledged as one of

Ëhe acceptable methods for studying the emergence of línguistic feaËures.

In this test comprehension is operationalized as the correct identifíca-

tion of pictures named by contrasÉing senËences. For example, the

experimenter says, ttHere are tr¡zo picÈures, one of a boy pushíng a girl,

and the oÈher of a girl pushing a boyr" with care being taken not to show

which picture goes with which sentence. The child ís then asked to point

to the pícture that illustrates one of the sentences: "shor¿ me the

picture of... rThe girl is pushed by the boyt." The test of productÍon

begins in the same r.üay, but Ínstead of asking the child Ëo point to the

pÍcËure correspondíng to a sentence, he ís asked to furnísh a senËence

for a picture. Production r\ias operationaLized, therefore, in two ways:

(a) the correct imitat.ion of contrasting features ín sentences withouË

evidence of understanding and (b) the correct productíon of contrasting

features in sentences applied appropriately Ëo pictures. Production,

in the second sense, proved to be less advanced Lhan comprehension in

the 12 three-year-old subjects in the study of Fraser et al (1963),

Producrion in the sense of imitation was more advanced than comprehension.

The subjects processed each passive voice senËence as though it were ín

the active voice. For example, in the senËences, "The gír1 is pushed by

the boyr" and "The boy is pushed by the girl,'r the subjects gave an
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incorrect response that perfectly preserved the form of the sentence,

but exactly reversed the correct patterns of application to Ëhe pictures.

Slobin (1966) performed an experiment with subjecËs aged six,

eíght, ten, twelve and twenty years in which the truËh of sentences had

to be judged against pictured scenes. The picËures presented situations

which were either reversible in that the object of the action could also

serve as the subjecË, or norrreversible ín that the object could not

normally serve as the subject. A pícture of a dog chasi-ng a cat or a

boy pushing a gír1 depicted a reversible action, whereas a nonreversible

action was depicted in such pÍ-ctures as "a girl wateríng flowers" or

"a boy raking leaves.t' Slobin expected and found that verificaËions were

less accuraËe and took longer with passive Ëhan wiËh acLive voice sentences.

The problem of verifícation was símplified in the nonreversible picËure

in which the subject could be only the logical performer of the action,

and Ëhe object, the logical recipÍ-ent of rhe action. Aside from the

fact that errors considerably diminished with age, differences between

age groups T¡iere not significant. It appears necessary, therefore, Ëo

r¿ork with sti1l younger subjects íf age differences are to be demonsËraËed.

Hayhurst (L967) studíed the efforËs of three groups of subjects,

aged five, síx and nine years, Ëo produce Ërue passive and passive-

negative sentences as descriptions of pictures. Production \¡/as measured

by an j-mitation-type task in whích the subject first repeated model

senËences describíng the set of pictures. The subjects were Ëhen required

Ëo "Make up a sentence about this pícture which is exactly like these

ones v/e did together.t' The sentences r¡/ere passíve and passive-negaLive,
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r^/ith or v/ithout expressed acËorsi the subject and object in the former

being either reversible or nonreversible. The resulËs indicated that

errors in consËruction declíned wíth increasing age and were fewest in

sentences without expressed actors. The most common error Trras t.o change

the passive sentence int.o its active form. The younger subjects tended

Éo have problems with both comprehension and productíon, whereas amorig

the older subjects problems T/üere primarily vrith production. Comprehension

tasks, therefore, Ëended t.o take the form of picture-seritence recognitíon

tasks and/or imitat,ion-type tasks requiring verbal repetiËion. Prod.uction

tasks usually involved Ëhe use of visual prompters to elicit a verbal

response. Furthern¡cre the asserËion that undersËanding precedes productíon

was taken to mean Ëhat some utterances \¡rere ordinarily comprehended before

any utterances were produced. There is strong empirical supporË for Ëhis

contention if production of an appropriate response is accepted as evidence

that an utËerance has been understood. Fraser et a1 (L963) suggested

there were only two kinds of appropriate response reported common for

children: (a) when an utterance made a reference, the chíld someËimes

identified the referent and (b) when an utËerance was intended to be an

Ímperative, Ëhe child sometímes performed the designated action. In both

cases Ëhe stímuli are verbal wiËh the response being either verbal or

physical . rn the studies díscussed, Ëhere \,/ere no tasks in which Ëhe

child described a physical action, or performed a physical action other

Ëhan poinËing.
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The techníques inËroduced by Huttenlocher, Eísenberg, and.

Strauss (1968) for the study of comprehensíon required the placement

of one object relative Ëo another stationary one" The comprehension of

actíve and passive statements by 48 fourth grade boys and girls was

assessed vrith this Ëechnique. One situation involved the manípulation

of a moveable truck relatíve to one ín a fixed positíon. Comprehension

r^ias assessed by the correctness of the subjectts response to a statement

such as, "The red truck was pushed by the green truck." Analysis of the

results indicated the occurrence of longer reaction times and more errors

in situations requiring the subject to place the moveable truck in response

to a passive voice statement. Apparently, comprehension was easiest r^¡hen

a correspondence existed beË\,üeen the perceived acËor in the situaËion and

the logical subject of the experimenterrs statement. This was consisËent

wÍth previous studies showing that passive voice statements tended t.o be

more dífficult to comprehend than actíve voice statements (e.g., slobín,

1966) .

Finally, the fourth aspect in which apparent interest in relating

linguistic development to cognitive developmenË ï^ias considered, the research

índicated that at approximately age five, a change in the young childts

problem-solvíng behavior becomes appaïent (Bem, L97O; Huttenlocher, Eisen-

berg & SËrauss, 1968; I,,IeÍr, 1964). Thís change was reflected ín hís ability

to understand and use certain linguistic structures ín task-oriented. situa-

tions. Huttenlocher and Strauss (1968) indicated thaË the child's abilíty

to use complex sentence patterns appropriately coincided with his ability

Ëo deal logically wíth events in his environment. Thus, the research by
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Huttenlocher and strauss (1968) suggested that Ëhe young chÍld did not

understand a relaËional statement unless Ëhe grammatical subj ecË of the

inst.ruction corresponded to Ëhe logical acËor in the external situation.

For example, r+hen Ëhe block that the child was asked to place was the

grammatical subject of the senËence, the two corresponded, and the task

presented no probl-em. However when the block that. the child was asked to

place r¿as the grammatical objecË of the sentence, Ëhis correspondence T^ras

absent, and the child seemed unable Ëo compïehend the meaníng of the

ínsËruction. Once again, the results indicated that nursery school

children, aged 4!a years, \rere less proficient than fírst graders, ageð, 614

to 7 years, when confronted with tasks assessing the comprehension of the

passíve voice sentence.

In summary, the following four point.s are relevant to the perspec-

tíve of the present study. First, sentences that depart from the actor-

acËion-recipíent pattern, and sentences in which the description of events

does not coincide with theír actual Ëemporal succession, continue to be

mísunderstood and avoided in production until the age of eight or beyond.

Second, the noËion that comprehension of the passive voice precedes its

production has been reaffirmed from observational studies, as well as in

experímental research. Thírd, Ëhe age-related patËerns of Tesponse whích

have ernerged from the Ëasks of imitatíon, comprehension and production

are suggestive of the development of an underlyíng cognitive operation.

Fourth, Ëhe occurrence of the young childrs abílity to use complex sen-

terice patt,erns appropriately, coínciding with hís ability to deal logic-

a1ly with events in his environrnent, is reflected by a change in his
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problem-solving behavior. Therefore, within the context. of these four

poínËs' it is suggesËed that Èhe einergence of the passive voice structure

ín Ëerms of semi-reversible and reversible operations coincides with the

development of conservaËion concepts.

Statement of Ëhe Problem

On Ëhe basis of the liËerature reviewed there appears to be a

correspondence between Ëhe development. of cognitive operations and the

development of the syntax for use of the passive voice.

trüheÉher it be in the eomprehensíon or production of the passive

voice, the child must be avrare of two factors: senËence paËËern and

sentence meaning. Hence, to process the sentence form correctly, Ëhe

child must. simulËaneously aËËend to the relationshíp between Ëhe graûìma-

Ëical sËructure and semantic conËent. Though the meaning of the active

and passive voice is identical, theír stTucture is differenË.

The pattern of the active sentence Ís acËor-action-recipient,

whereas Lhat of Lhe passive sentence is recípienË-acËíon-acËor. To change

an active voice sentence to the passive voice structure, while maintaíning

its meaning, suggests the child is using the same type of abílíty as is

needed for the conservation tasks. Specifically, the transformatíon of

an active voíce senËence Ëo a passive voice sentence requires that an

irrelevanË percepËua1 cue, namely, the reversed word order, be ignored.

It was argued, therefore, thaË the ability t.o decenter and to maintain

the identity element amidst a transformation affecËs performance on both

conservatíon and language tasks.
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As díscussed previously, Piaget (1959) poinËed out thaË the

at.tainmenË of completely reversible strucËures proceeds by a successíon

of stages referred to as operaËiona1 mobílity. The acquisítion of these

stages ís attested to by the appearance of reversibílity arguments. IË

can be expected, therefore, thaË the degree of operational mobility

achieved by the chíld límits the complexity of Ëhe línguistic task

thaË he can handle appropriately. The research cited previously, in

which the five-year-old child generally gave evidence of undersËanding

Ëhe passive voice sentence before he could produce this sentence form,

suggested the operation of semi-reversible structures. In the present

investigation, it was expected Ëhat children who demonstrate semi-

reversible operations in conservation t.asks adequaËely comprehend passive

voice sentences but are unable to verbally produce such sentence forms.

On the other hand, chj-ldren who demonstrate complete reversíble operat.íons

on the conservation tasks are able to comprehend and produce appropriate

passive voice senËences.

The major hypothesís

tional schemes is necessary

sentence.

Ëhis study \¡/as: reversíbility of opera-

the production of the passíve voice

of

for

The following supportive hypotheses \^rere also ínvestigated:

1. Reversibility of operational schemes is not necessary for the

comprehensíon of Ëhe passive voíce senËence.

2. Reversibility of operational schemes is not necessary for

eiËher Ëhe comprehension nor the producËion of the active voíce sentence.

3. Comprehensíon of passíve and acËive voice senËences do not

díffer in identificatíon-Ëype Ëasks.
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Method

Experimental Design

The experimental design \,üas a 3 x 2 factorial which included three

levels of conservation (nonconservers, transitional conservers, and con-

servers) and sex. This design applied to production, comprehension and

identíf icatíon responses.

Tasks

Piagetian Tasks. Cognitíve level, the independent variable, was

assessed by means of Ëhree conservatíon tasks administered ín the fo1lo\47-

ing order: elementary number conservation, quantíty of matËer, and length

(Appendix A). Elementary number coriservatíon required the child to place

the same number of counters on the table as the experimenter. Once the

child acknowledged that there r¡rere terì counters in each ror¡7r one ror¡7 r¡las

made shorter such that t.he end points did not coincj-de. The subject vüas

asked the conservation questions concerníng the equality of the t\nro ro\,/s

of counters.

For the conservation of matter the child was given a ball of clay

and asked Ëo make another exactly like it "just as big and just as heavy."

One of the balls r^ras retained as attstandard of comparisonrt'and the other

T¡ras transfor¡ned into a sausage. The child was asked the convenËional

conservatÍon questions regarding the two balls of clay.

The conservation of length task required the child to coristrucË

a straight road Ëhe same length as the experimenterrs. Upon completion

of the task he was asked the convent.ional qualifying questions regarding
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Ëhe equaliËy he established. One line r^ras Lhen made shorter and the chí1d

was again asked the conservation questions.

Línguistic Tasks. Linguistic tasks were of tl¡7o general types:

comprehension and product.ion. For the comprehension t.asks, the child was

asked to acË out sent.ences presented verbally by the experimenËer in

active and passive voice forms. For the producËion t.asks, the child was

asked to describe verbally actions produced by the experÍmenter. Compre-

hension, one of the dependent variables, rnTas operaËionaLízed as ari act or

process of undersËandíng the meanj-ng of a verbal uniÈ, namely, a sentence.

ProducËion, the oËher dependent variable, r¡ras operatilonaLLzed as the verbal

description of the occurrence of a símp1e event. Comprehension tasks ín-

cluded ten senËences, fíve in the acËive voice and five in the passive

voice (Appendix A). Production tasks included ten acËion sequences,

perfórmed by the experimenter, which the subject was asked to describe

in Ëwo ways (Appendíx A).

Prevíous ínvestígations of acËive-passive voice sentence compre-

hension used an identification procedure (Fraser et al. , 1963; Slobín'

L966a). To allow for comparison of the results of comprehension demon-

strated by the action sequences proposed for this study, a series of

ídentification items r¡zere Dresented to all children at the end of the

session. This involved presenting five seËs of cartoons, each depicting

reversible acËíon sequences, that ís, the actor and recipient of Ëhe

action could be reversed. For example, one cartoon depicted a dog chasing

a cax and the other, a cat chasing a dog. The subject was asked Ëo point

to the cartoon which was descríbed verbally by either an acËive or passive
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voice sentence. The order of presentation of the five sets of cartoons

and the ten sentences r¡ras counterbalanced across the subjecËs (Appendix A)

Pilot Study

The pilor study was conducted with nine children ranging ín age

from 4 years to 7 years, 9 months. Two procedures r¡rere indicated by the

pilot sËudy. First, a short pause involving standing and stretching was

íntroduced mídway in the 25-35 minute Ëest session to facilitate the

subjectst ínterest and alertness by minirnizing the effects of restless-

ness, fatigue, and boredom. Second, additional probes T,{ere íncluded Ín

the comprehension instructions, for example, "Tell me abouË it in a

different r,Íay." The pilot study also reaffirmed the probability of

fínding subjects whose behavior characLerized each of the three desÍred

levels (nonconservers, transitional conservers, conservers) wiËhin the

age rar,ge found in RindergarËen and Grade I.
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Procedure

The príncipal from the Oakenwald Eleinentary School r¿as contacted

and an intervÍew was obtaíned. Permissíon to conduct the study was granted

by the princípal under four condiËions: 1) subrníssion of a r,rritten proposal

to the principal; 2) completion of all data collection within seven days;

3) Ëesting of subjecËs only withín school hours; and 4) submission of a

r¿ritËen report upon completion of the projecË.

The necessary procedures for obËaining parental permission for

the children's participaËion in the experiment was conducted by the

principal (Appendix B for sample letter received by parents). prior to

the tesË week, the descriptive data involving names, ages, birthdates and

sex of the subjects \nlere obtained by the experímenter. Wíth this informa-

Ëíon, a testing schedule \,üas established which necessíËated counterbalancing

of age and sex !üith linguistíc testing procedures.

Because of the seven day testíng limit, the following plan was

adopted to insure a sample size withín the age range specified. Kinder-

garten subjects r¡/ere tested ín order of descending age, alternaËing male

and f eurale subjects. All kindergarten subjecËs \^iere tested between 9:05 a.m.

and 12:00 noon, and all Grade r subjects r,rere tested between 1:45 p.m.

and 4:00 p.m. This procedure facílitated cooperation with the Eeachers

in that it minimized classroom dÍsturbance and interference. It enabled.

the teacher to coordinate the childts classroom acËivíties wíth the

scheduled int.erview.

The testing took place in one of Ëwo specified rooms in the school

during school hours. Each subject lüas tested individually during one
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session of 25-35 minutes. After establishing rapport, the Piagetian tasks

I^Iere presented in the iollowing order: (a) elementary number conservationi

(b) conservatíon of quantity of matËer (clay); (c) tube rotationl; and

(d) conservation of length. Administration of Ëhese tasks followed the

procedures descríbed in Inhelder, Sinclair and Bovet (L974). (Appendix A.)

The Ëwo types of linguisËic tasks (comprehension and production) \^rere then

presented Ín a counterbalanced order across subjects. Finally, the

idenËificaËion items were admínistered.

For the comprehension tasks, the experimenter placed the test

maÈerials (for example, a toy car and Ëruck) on the Ëable before the

child. The experimenter named the objecËs and asked the child Ëo identífy

and name each in turn. I¡,Ihen the child understood the identity of the

objects, the experimenter verbally presented either a passive or acËive

voice sentence. The child was asked to act out the meaning of the sen-

tence r¿ith the test materials presented. Prior to presentíng the t.est

items as described above, t\,¡o training íLems using materials not included

for the test items, hrere given to ensure Ëhe understanding of the task

procedures. AcËive and passive voice seritences and task materíals were

presented in a counterbalanced order (Appendix A).

1-The tube rotation Ëask results were not included for the calcula-
tion of the toËal conservation scores for the fo1low1-ng two reasons: (a)
the manner of scoring the Ëube rotation Ëask díffered from Ëhe other three
conservation tasks due to the fact that the t.ask itself precludes the
possibility of obtaining jusËifications, and (b) suffícient differentia-
tíon of subjecËs was obtained with the oËher Ëhree conservation tasks.
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For the production Ëasks, Ëhe experimenter placed the Ëask mat-

erials on the table and similarly ensured Ëhe child understood their

identity. The experimenter then performed an action sequence with the

task materials, for example, drÍving the car Ínto the truek, and asked

the child to describe the event. Whether the response was Ín Ëhe active

or passÍve voice, the child was asked, "Tel1 me abouË it in a different

Iday. The t.ruck....". Again, training Ërials were given prior to the ten

production items and the order of presentatÍon \^/as counterbalariced across

subjects (Appendíx A).

Five pairs of cartoons rÁrere used for Ëhe identification task. A

pair of cartoons each of which represented a reversible action (a dog

chasing a cat, and a cat chasing a dog) was placed on the table before

the chÍ1d. The experimenter verbally presented either an active or

passive voice senËence describing one of the tr¡ro cartoons in the pair.

The child was asked to poÍnt to Ëhe cartoon described. The order of

presentation of cartoons and the order of active or passive voice sen-

tences T¡rere counterbalanced across subjects (Appendix A).

Each testíng session \¡ras tape recorded in its entireLy to ensure

accurate recording of verbal behavior. The responses of the children

were coded by two experíenced coders ín terms of the qualítative criteria

descríbed by rnhelder, sínclair and BoveË (I974). rn discussing a dis-

crepancy' consensus on coding was achieved by reviewing a ehildrs protocol.

Onthls basis four levels of conservation ability r¡/ere delíneated. Level I

chÍldren displayed the concepË of quotity in the elementary number con-

servation Ëask, accompanied by nonconservation responses in the oËher t!,/o
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Ëasks. Level rr children characterisËically dísplayed slightly more

advanced behavíor. Responses indicated complete conservation for the

elementary number conservatíon Ëask, transitional conservation responses

for the quantity task and non-conservation responses for the lengËh task.

Level III children demonstrated conservation on the number task and trans-

ítional conservatíon responses for the quantity and length tasks. Level IV

children dísplayed complete conservat.ion responses 01 at least türo or

three tasks' accompanied by a Ëransístional-type response on the third

task.

For the purposes of obtaíning quantitative data, numerieal scores

were ascribed to each of the four groups. Thus, chÍldren classifíed in

Level r were those scoring from 0 to 1 point.s, Level rr, Ëhose scoríng

from 2 to 3 points, Level rrr, those scoring from 3 to 4 poínts, and

Level rv, those scoring from 5 to 6 poínts. As suggested by rnhelder,

sinclair and Bovet (1974), Level rr and frr were collapsed to form Ehe

TransíÊiona1 Group.

In summary, the resulËing three groups can be descrÍbed qualita-

Ëívely and quantitatively as follows: Group I consisted of nonconserving

children with a total score range over all three tasks of 0 to 1 points;

Group II consisted of Êransitional conservíng children wíth a Ëotal score

Tange of. 2 to 4 poínts, and Group III consisted of conservíng children

with a score range of 5 to 6 points.

Ior the comprehension tasks a childfs manípulative responses r^rere

recorded by the experimenter during Ëhe session. After the session, Ëhese

responses T^7ere scored as correct or incorrecË, yielding a score rangíng
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from 0 to 20. Responses to the production tasks \¡/ere tape recorded and

scored as active or passive voíce f orins af ter the session \¡/as completed.

A total of ten acËive and ten passive sentences could be produced. Two

trained colleagues independently coded the producËion responses and arríved

at consensus on discrepant codes.

Subj ects

Forty-eight children ranging in age from five years, four months

to seven years, Ë\n/o months were tested. Twenty-four of these children

(11 boys and 13 girls) were from kindergarten, and twenty-four (14 boys

and l0 girls) rvere from Grade r. (Appendix B.) The children were all

from Ëhe oakenwald Primary school. observations of the school and

surroundíng residential area suggested relaËively honogeneous economic

circumstances.

To ensure a large enough sample to form the three conservation

groups the total number of children in each Kindergarten and Grade I

classroom was tested. 0n Ëhe basis of the score obtained across three

Piagetian conservaËion tasks, eighteen children with a mean age of 73.05

months (10 boys, B girls) were at the nonconserver leve1, sixteen children

with a mean age of 76.00 months (B boys and B girls) at the transitional

level, and fourteen children with a mean age of.79.79 months (7 boys and

7 girls) \¡rere conservers (Appendix B). The mean conservation scores of

boys and girls at each of the three cognitive levels are given ín

Appendix B, Table 3.
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Results

The language scores of boys and gír1s

are compared in t\^ro-vray analysis of varíance.

production of Èhe passive voice sentence form

Passive Voice Sentence Form

at the three

Orrrl if rf ír¡o

are describeci

cognitive levels

differences in

fírst.

Production. A qualitative analysis of Ëhe production task data

índicate the presence of two forms of the passive voíce sentence:

Conceptual Passive Voice and Syntactical Passive Voice. The ConcepËual

Passive Voíce Form is characterized by the words "gott' or "bytt or a

combination of the two. For example, ttThe rabbit got chased.t', ttThe

rabbít chased by the dog." The Syntactical Passive Voíee Form ís the

grammatical passive voice employing the word ttrn/as.t' For example, ttThe

rabbit was chased by the dog."

The frequency of production of the two types of passive forms

presented ín Table I illustrates the differences among the responses of

Ëhe children in the three cognitive levels. Among Ëhe 18 rioriconservers

only síx produce the ConcepËua1 Passive Voice Form and none the Syntactical

Passíve Voice Form. The majority of the transitional conservers produce

the Conceptual Passíve Voíce Form but only five of the 16 respond in the

SyntacËical Passíve Voice Form. The conservers produce the Conceptual

Passíve Voice Forms more frequently, but, símilar Ëo the transitíonal

conservers, only four of the 14 children respond in the Syntactical

Voice Forms.
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TABLE 1

Mean number of conceptual passives and syntactical passives

Produced by Nonconserveïs, Transitional conservers,

and Conservers

Level of passive
Form

Cognitive Levels

NC

N

Conceptual

Syntactical

iB L6

2.63

't /,

5.64.50

0.0

A two-way analysis of variance of the conceptual passíve voice
scores (Table 2) dernonstrates differences across cognitíve levels,
F(2,42) = 8.19, p < .01. Follow-up t-tesrs indicare production of more
conceptual Passive voice Forms by the conservers than the transitional
conservers' t (28) = 2.55, P <.05, and the nonconservers, t(30) = 4.02,
p < .001.

comprehensíon. Means and Ehe t$/o-\,üay anarysís of variance of
comprehension task scores shown in Table 3 indicate only a tendency for
differences beËween cognitive levels in comprehension of the passive
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TABLE 2

Means and Analysis of Variance of productíon Scores

for Conceptual Passive Voice Sentences of Boys and

Girls at the Nonconserver, Transitional Conserver

and Conserver Levels

Cognítive Level

NC TC Total

SexNMeanNMeanNMeanNMean

Boys 10 .50 B 2.75 7 7.28 25 3.I2

Girls 8 1.63 B 2.50 7 4.00 23 2.65

Total 18 1.0 16 2.62 L4 5.64 qB 2.gO

Source df SS MS F_ratio

Cognitive Level 2 L1I.5L 85.75 g.lgnt'

Sex L 2.62 2.62 .25

CogniËive Level
x Sex 2 hL.0L5 20.52 I.96

Error 42 439.30s 10.45

Total 47 IO57

p < .0i
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TABLE 3

Ileans and Analysís of Variance of Cornprehension Scores
for Passive Voíce Forms of Boys and Girls at Èhe

Nonconserver, TransitÍonal conserver and conserver Levers

Cognitive Level

NC J-U Total

SexNmeanNmeanNmeanNmean

Boys 10 4.L B 4.50 7 4.57 25 4.36
Girls 8 4.13 B 3.3S 7 4.57 23 4.00

Total 18 4.II 16 3.g4 14 4.57 48 4.I9

Source df SS M S F-rati_o

CognitÍve Level 2

Sex

CogniËíve Level
x Sex

Error

Total

/, ')

+t

3.L7

1 .55

J. )l

27 .08

1 .58 2.46"^

1.55 2.4I

L.76 2.72x

+
p < .10
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voice, F(2,42) = 2.46, p < .10. The conservers comprehend more syntactical

passive voice senËences than either the transitional conservers, t(28) =

4.25, p <.001, or the nonconservers, t(30) = 3.2L, p ( .01. The sugges-

tion of a Cognitive Level x Sex interaction, F(2,42) = 2.72, p <.tOl

results from transiËional conserving girls scoring lower than transiËional

boys, t(14) = 2.80: p < .05, and lower than the conserving girls,

Ë(13) =2.98,p<.05.

Active Voice Sentence Form

Production. Analysis of the active voice scores in production

among cognitíve levels nor between boys andËasks i-ndícate no differences

girls (Table 4).

comprehension. símilarly, no differences in comprehension of

the actíve voice sentences is indicaËed among cognitíve levels (Table 5).

However, there is a general tendency for the boys to comprehend more

active voice senËences, F(l,42) = 3.08, g < .10, which t-test.s indicate

are noË associaËed wÍth cognitive levels.

Comparison of AcÊive to Passíve Voice Sentence Forms

To examine whether a greater proficiency r¡ras shown wiËh respect

to active voice sentences than to passive voice senLences, the difference

ín the frequency of responses t.o active and passive voice sentences r^ras

contrasted. For thís comparison the nr¡mber of syntactícal passive voice

sentences was subtracted from the number of active voice sentences

produced or comprehended. The dífference scores r,rere then compared

across cognÍËive 1eve1s for boys and girls in Ëwo-way analyses of

variance.
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TABLE 4

Means and Analysis of Variance of producËion Scores

for Active Voice Sentences of Boys and. Girls
at the Nonconserver, Transitional conserver, and conserver Levels

Cognitive Level

NC TC C ToralSexNMeanNM"""NM.."NM"""

Boys 10 10.0 B g.i5 7 9.86 25 9.88
Girls 8 9.86 B 8.63 7 10.00 23 g.4B

Total 18 9.94 16 g.w 14 g.g3 48 9.69

Source M S F-raËiourl\

Cognitive Level 2

Sex

CogniËíve Level
x Sex

Error

Total

6. 00

1.93

2 3.67

42 i89. il
47 200.3L

1.00 0.22

1.93 0.43

L.63 0. 36

4.50



TABLE 5

Means and Analysis of Varianee of Comprehension Scores

for Actíve Voice SenËences of Bovs and Girls at the

Nonconserver, Transitional Conserver, and Conserver Levels

Cognitive Level

t\ \. TC Total

SexNMeanNMeanNMeanNl,Iean

Boys 10 4.4 B 4.62 7 5.0 25 4.64

Girls 8 4.0 B 4,25 7 4.57 23 4.26

Total 18 4.22 16 4.43 L4 4.79 48 4.46

Source M S F-ratÍo

CogniËive Level 2

Sex

Cognitive Level
x Sex

Error

Total

2.5L r.26 2.24

L.72 L.72 3.08

0. 19 0.09 0.t7

23.49 0. s6

2

/,,

47

?kp < .10



ProducËion The means of the difference scores (table 6) are

significant across cognitive levels, F(2,42) = 9.10, p < .01. The non_

conservers tend to produce proportionately more active than passive voice
sentences relative to the transitional conservers, t(32) = 1.85r p < .fO.
símilarly, but rnore markedly, the proportion of actÍve to passive voice
sentences produced by Ëransitional conservers exceed.s that of the

conservers, t(28) = 2.4L¡ p < .05.

TAsLE 6

l4eans and Analysis of varÍance of the Difference scores

for the Production Tasks of the Boys and Gír1s at the

Nonconserver, Transitionar conserver, and conserver Levers

Cognitive Level

NC TC Total
Sex Mean Mean N Mean Mean

Boys

Girls

Total

Source

19. 0

16.7 5

18. 00

13.7 5

L3.25

13.50

SS

4.27

L0.29

7to

13.20

13 .57

13.38

10

B

1B

B

B

T6

7

7

L4

25

23

4B

df MS F-ratio

Cognitive Level

Sex

CogniËive Level
x Sex

Error

Total

2

I

2

/, .)

47

904 .39

1.59

147.90

2087.35

452.19

1 (O

I J.y)

49 .69

9. 10

0. 03

L.49

-r.-E

p< 01
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CómÞrehension. The comparable analysis of difference scores for

comprehension of active to passive voice senÈences indícaËes no difference

among cognítive 1eve1s nor between boys and girls (Table 7).

TABLE 7

Means and Analysis of Variance of the Difference Scores

for Ëhe Comprehension Tasks of the Boys and Girls aË the

Nonconserver, Trarisitional conserver, and conserver Levels

Cognit.ive Level

Sex
NC

lT Mean
TC

N Mean
c

N Mean
Total

N Mean

Boys

Girls

Total

Source

25

23

4B

10

B

18

q

q

SS

s.4 B

4.89 8

5.L7 L6

13

25

1

1

L4

s .43

7 .86

5.2L

5.32

5.09

5.2L

qÉ MS F-ratío

Cognítíve Level

Sex

Cognitive Level
x Sex

Error

Total

03

65

2

I

2

/, ,)

47

0. 06

0.65

r.47

47.74

49.92

0. 03

0. s7

0.64.73

T.L4

Identifícatíon Tasks

To examíne whether active voice sentences are more frequentlv

comprehended than passive voice sentences when the childts response Ëo a

spoken sentence consisted merely of poÍ-ntíng to the picture, diffeïence
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scores r,üere derived. The number of correctly identified passive voice

sentences rn¡ere subtracted from the number of correcËly identified active

voice sentences. A two-way analysis of these difference scores indícate,

as expecËed, no differences among children across cognitive levels nor

between boys and girls (Table B).

TABLE B

Means and Analysis of Varíance of the Difference Scores

for the Identifieation Tasks of the Boys and Girls at the

Nonconserver, Transitional Conserver, and Conserver Levels

Cognitíve Level

Nln TC Total
SexNMeanNMeanNMeanNMean

Boys 10 L0.4 8 10.63 7 10.43 25 10.48

Girls B 10.63 B 10.38 7 10.43 23 10.48

Total 18 10.50 L6 10.50 L4 10.43 48 10.48

Source SS MS F-raËíodf

CogniËive Level 2

Sex

Cognitive Level
x Sex

Error

Total

.05 .03 0.01

.53 .26 0.15

7 5.45 L.79

,



CHAPTER 4

Discussíon and Conclusion

The results from this study supporË the major hypothesis that

reversíble operations are necessary for the production of the passíve

voice sentence. The most striking observatíon is the success of only

Ëhose subjects demonsËrating semireversible and reversible operational

schemes in the production of the passíve voice sentence. This confirms

the idea of rnhelder et al (1974) rhat a close relationship exists

between the child t s level of cognitive development and the type of

reasonÍng exhibited in language development.

The forms of reasoning described by Píaget as characteristic of

preoperational, transiËíonal operational and concrete operational thought

which he inferred from behavior on conservation Ëasks were also observed.

in the production of, passive voice forms. Two forms of passive voice

emerged in this study: the conceptual passive and the synËacti-cal passive

voi-ce.

The nonconserver who produced few conceptual- and no syntacËical

passive voíce form responsed wiËh a senËence pattern, in which the recipi-

ent of the action r/üas focused upon and ascribed ongoing action. This

patËern ís similar to I^rhat PiageË calls transductive reasoníng. Trans-

ductive reasoning, characteristíc of the preoperational child, proceeds

from the particular Ëo the particular (Flavell, 1963). For example, "The

red ball hit the green ball and the green ball ran a\iiay. " As is evident

in both transductive reasoning and ín the production of thÍs sentence

pattern' one element of Ëhe evenË ís centered upon and Ëhe perceptually
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oriented conclusion is irreversibly drawn from Ëhis event. In addition,

this sentence pattern demonstrates the childrs juxtaposíng, i.e., there

ís the presence of associat,ive ttand connectionst' rat.her than true

ímplicative and causal relations between the tv¡o objects in the actÍon

sequence. In this type of sentence it is apparenL that Ëhe actor and

the recipient of the action are not connected through logical necessiËy

or physical causality. Furthermore, this productíon response suggests

the notion that almost. anything can be "causally" related to anything

else. For example, when the chíld described the action of Ëhe dog chas-

ing the rabbit as "The rabbít chased Ëhe dog," a diTect inverse of the

action sequence is provided. Though he could readily describe Ëhe evenË

in the actíve voice, when pressed Ëhrough probing to describe it in

another form, boËh examples díscussed suggest a lack of reversible

thinking. The fact that he could produce the actíve voice correctly

suggests undersËanding of the meaning of the event (deep strucËure) but

his inability to produce the passive voice suggests the inability to

reverse the word order (surfaee structure) while preserving Ëhe meaning.

The conceptual passive voice form begíns to show evidence of

reversible thought with the use of words such as "got" or "by." For

example, "The red car got hít by the blue car r" or "The stick hit by

the ba1l. " It is apparent from this sentence structure that the child

noË only understands the meaning of the event but also shows an abílity

to transform the surface structure of the senLence to recipíent-action-

actor pattern without essentially distorting the meaning (deep strucËure).
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Ilence, ín contrasË to the nonconseïver, thís chíld Ëransforms the tot,al

reality of the event rather than cent,eríng on only one element. This

manner of producing the passíve voice was characterisËic of the children

funeti"oning at the Ëransitional and conserver levels.

Despite the fact thaË the experimenter modeled syntactical passive

voice sentences for alternate items, the nonconservers failed to be in-
fluenced in their producËion responses. ,However, some of the transitíonal

conservers did alter ËheÍr sent.e-nce form from conceptual to syntactÍcal

during the latter ha]-f. of a.tesË sessÍon. This reaffirms Éhe cont.ent,Íon

in Inhelder et aL (L974) thaË observable features are assÍmilated only

if the chíld is able to incorporat.e Ëhem into the operaËional schemes he

already has developed.

As r¿as expected, Ëhe hypothesís thaË reversible operat.ions are

noË necessary for Èhe comprehension of the passive voice sentence is
supported. The fact that the childïen at all Ëhree cognitíve levels

correetl-y carried ouË an action described ín the passive voj-ce suggests

that reversÍble operational schemes are not generally necessary for

comprehensi-on. Some preoperatíonal chíldren did not correct,ly carry ouË

the meanÍng of the passive voíce sentence, which suggests these chíldren

may have been functioning at 1oü7er cognítive levels.

The contrast between Ëhe levels of performance on producËion

and comprehension tasks may be a function inherent to Èhe differences

in difficulty of these tasks. For the comprehension task the child is
requíred to recognize the correspondence betr¿een a verbal staËemenË and

the concrete evenË which involves a mat.ching of the elemenËs of meani-ng
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to elements in the evenË. The task, therefore, would appear Ëo requiTe

an abilÍty similar to that involved ín Piaget's concept of class inclu-

sion. A child who demonstrates class inclusion ability recognizes that

all the beads are wooden, some of whích are yellow and some of which

are red. The child who comprehends the passive voice senterice appears

to recognize the total meaning of the sentence, part of which lies in

one element of the event and part. of which exists in another element.

For thís recognít.ion, reversÍble operational schemes of the level

requíred for production of a passíve voice sentence do not appear to

be needed.

If this explanation holds true then

in comphrehension of the actÍve and passive

the fdentification Tasks could be expected.

the Ëask to recognítion abílity.

the nonsignifícanÈ differences

voíce sentences obtained on

The poincíng procedure limits

Some incidental observations of the children while performing the

action sequence described by a passive voice sentence further illust.rate

the functíoning of irreversible operational schemes. I¡Ihether the experi-

menter presents an actíve or passive voice senËence, some nonconservers

and most of the transitional conservers tended to place the first named

referent onto the table, and to pick up the second named referent and

carry out the action. Regardless of active or passive voice, iË was the

temporal sequence of the words in the sentence that appeared to indicate

for them the direction of the action. These same chíldren were also

observed to píck up a referent ín each hand and símultaneously moved

both toward each other. This ínvolvement of both Ëhe subiect and the

object in the action suggests the beginníng of decentered thoughË.
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Furthermore, Ëhe nonconservers and transitíonal conservers

tended to hesiËate more in carrying ouË the passive voice sentence j-n

comprehension and identification tasks. h4rí1e carryíng out. the passive

voice sentence these chíldren viere often observed to repeat in a whisper

the passive voice sentence presented by the experímenter.

In conclusion the responses of the children in thís study

indícate that reversible operaËional schemes are necessary for the pro-

ducËion of the passíve voice senËence but not the active voíce senËence

and not for the comprehension of eíther the active or passive voice

sentence. Therefore, the correspondence between cognítive levels and

levels of production of the passive voice tends to suggest that the

functioníng of operational schemes precedes their appearance ín language

develooment..
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ELEMENTARY NTN,IBER CONSERVATIO}I

(SI'TALL COLLECTIONS)

I. METHOD:I

Materíals: red counters;

blue counters.

Task Description

First situation. The experimenier lays out one row of about seven

blue counËers and asks the child Ëo put out the same number of red counters:

ttPut out as many of your red counters exacËly the same number as Itve

put blue ones just as many, no morer no less."

The child's response is recorded ín his proËocol and then, if

necessary, the experimenËer pairs off the red and blue counters (one-to-

one correspondence) and makes sure Ëhat the child appreciat.es the numerical

equivalence of the two ror¡rs.

The experimenËer then modifies the lay-out by spacing out the

counËers in one of the ro\"rs, or by moving them together, so thaË they

form either a longer or a shorter row: ttAre there as many ... the same

number of blue ones as red ones or arentË there? Or are there more?

Hor¡ do you know? "

Counter-Arguments

If the child has gÍven a correct coriservation answer, Ëhe experi-

menter draws his aËËention to the lay-out: "Look how long this line ís,

10

10

ir
From the descriptions in

rather standardized. In fact,
especially wíth regard to the
quanËi.f ication.

thís appendix, the intervíews might appear
each is adapted to the particular subject,

laËterts undersËanding of the t.eriÊs used in
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arenrt there any more counters?tt rf the childrs ansrr¡er r.^ras r,ùrong, the

experimenter reminds hírn of the initial equivalence: "But d.on't you

remember, before, v/e put one red counteï ín front of each blue one. and.

someone else said that there are the same number of red and blue ones

now; what do you thínk?rt In addition, the experimenter asks him a quotity

question: "CounL the blue ones (the experímenteï hides the red ones).

How many red ones are Ëhere, can you guess withouË count.ing Ëhem? How

do you know?"

The children determíne the right number of counters to put on Ëhe

table by pairing off Ëhe blue and red counters (one-to-one correspondence).

The following responses are noted when the experimenter asks

Ëhese chiidren the conservation questÍons:

a. Sone children give correct arisvrers in only one of the situa-

Ëions.

b. Other children hesitate and/or keep changÍng their minds in

both sítuatíons: ttThere are more blue ones ... no, red ones Eheyrre

both the same . . .tt etc.

Even when these children give correct ansïùeïs, they cannot explain

and justify them adequately.

They gíve correct ans!üers to the quotity problem, e.g.: "There

are seven red ones so r should think there are seven blue ones as

--^11 ll

ConservaËion (from Five Years)

These children give correct ansr,,rers to all the questions, are not

swayed by anything t.he experimenter says to Ëry Ëo make them change their
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minds and give one or several of the follorving arguments:

ttThere are just as many blue ones as red ones because it was

rÍght before and we haven't taken anythii-rg ar.,ray, theytve just been

squashed up" ('ridentíty" argument).

"tr'Ie could put the others ín a heap as well, or put one by the

oËher so there arentt more blue ones or red onestt (ttreversibilitytt

argument) .

ttHere Ëhe red ones are in a long row, but therers space in

beËween the counters, so that makes it the samett (compensationtt argument).

2. RESPONSES

Nonconservation (up to Four to Five years)'l

I,rlhen they are asked to put out red counters on the table ín the

two situations, some children may try to count how many blue ones there

are, some may just put some counters dor^m in a haphazard way, while oËhers

roughly estimate the number required or pair off the blue and red counters.

In both síËuations, the conservaËion questions are ansr¿ered

íncorrectly: ttThere are more red ones because the blue ones are all

squashed Ëogetherrtt etc.

Only some of the children give a correct ans\4rer to Ëhe quotity

questions.

CONSERVATION OF QUANTTTY OF MATTER

1. METHOD

l{aterials: t\¡ro balls of play dough (díameter approximately 4 cm) of

different colors.

*
Ages mentioned índicaËe approximately the starË of the correspondíng

stage' buÈ those may vary r¿ith the cultural and educational seËting of
the subjecLs.
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Presentation. The experimenËer asks the child to make sure that

the two bal1s are made of the same amount of play dough. "You see these

two balls. I want there to be the same amount of dough in each ... LeËrs

pretend they are made of pastry. Make ít. so that if we each ate one of

them, we would both have the same amount to eat. Make sure thaË therers

exact.ly the same amounË of pastry in each (no more, no less)."

Task DescriPtion

First situation. The experimenËer (or the chíld) molds one of

the balls into the shape of a sausage (about 12 cm long) . "NoInr, Ís there

Ëhe same amount to eat in the ball and in Lhe sausage, or is there more

in the ball or, peïhaps, more in the sausage (more to eat ... ) ... How

do you know? ... Show me."

Counter-Arguments

If the chÍld has given a correct conservatíon answer, the experi-

menter draws hís attention to one parËicular aspect: ê.g.r "Look at thís

(sausage), itts very 1ong, don't you think therets more to eat here than

there (ba11) ?" or "Someone else told me .. . "

If the child has given a nonconservation ans\,rer (e.g., ttMore to

eat in the sausage) based on one aspect, ê.8., lengËh, the experimenter

remínds hirn of the initial equal quantities: "How did r¡/e make the balls

before?" Or he draws his att.ention to Ëhe other aspecË (e.g., don't you

thínk therets more pastry here (ba11) than Ëhere (sausage)?" He encourages

the child to explain his ideas before asking hím: "If I no\^7 make the

sausage back into a ball, will there be the same to eat or not?'r If the

child does not ansl¡Ier this "empírícal return" question correctly, the
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experimenter remolds the sausage into a ba11, if necessary, adjusËing

the size of the two balls untíl the chi-ld judges that they are exactly

the same.

2. RESPONSES

Nonconservation (up to Five to Six Years)

Each Ëime one of the balls is remodeled, the child judges one of

the amounts greater: e.8., "IËts got more (in the sausage) because iËrs

1ong." Inlhen the experimenter draws his attenËion to another dimension

(e.g., the thinness of the sausage), the chitd eÍther sticks to hís

incorrect. ansr¡rer, or else changes his mind and says Ëhat the other

quanËiËy (the ball) is greaËer. Being reminded of their initial equal

quant.ities has no effect on the child.

At this developmental level , the "ernpirícal ret.urnrt problem is

only someËimes correcËly solved.

Tnt.ermediate

Three different main types of intermediate responses occur:

Faced wíth the same situation, the children change Eheir minds as

to whether Ëhe tr,ro quantities are equal: ttTherets more in the sausage ...

no, more ín the ball ... rro, therers the same to eat in them both ..." etc.

Sometimes the children ans\¡/er correctly or incorrecËly in the case

of, for instance, Lhe sausage.

Sometimes the children are ínfluenced by what the experímenter

says and, for instance, ans\^rer correctly when the latter reminds Ëhem of

the equality of the initial quantities, or else change their minds after



giving a correct ans\^/er, when, for instance, Ëhe latter stïesses the

difference in the shapes.

At this levelr even. when they manage to give correct ansr¡/ers, the

children generally give unclear and incomplete reasons for them. However,

they can solve the rrempirical returntt problem correctly.

Conservation (from about Seven years)

rn each siËuation, the quantíties are judged equal. The child is
capable of giving one or several of the following explanaËions:

ttTherers the same to eaË, because \¡re didntt take anything a\^7ay or

add anyËhingr' ('tidentiËy" argument) .

"Therers sti1l the same, because if r¿e made it back int.o a bal1,

it would be the same as before" ("reversibÍlity'r argument).

"Here (sausage) itrs big, but itts thinner (than the barr), so

Ëherers Ëhe same to eatrt (ttcompensationtr argument).

Furthermore, Ëhese children sËick to their correcË ans\¡/ers even

when the experímenter tries t.o make them change their minds.

CONSERVATION OF LENGTH

1. METHOD (VARIATION OF THE ORIGINAL METHOD)

Materials: tr¡7o flexible wires (e.g., electrical cables) of diff erent

lengths (approximately 15 and 10 cm), the longer one

desÍ-gnated A, the shorter one, B.

PresentaËion. t'Let us pïetend that these tvro wíres are roads.

Now, on this road (A) is Ëhere just as far to walk as on this one (B) or

is there perhaps farther to walk here (A) or Ëhere (B) ?,, "This



ïoad (A), is it the same length as Ëhat one (B) ,

long as this one (B) ?"

The child thus notices the inequality and

be longer than B.

FirsË situation.

incide with Lhose of B:

as on Ëhis road B? If

Task Description

The experimenter bends A

ttAnd now, is there as far

tr¡/o ants are walkingr one

54.

or longer, or not so

correctly judges A to

so that Íts ends co-

to walk on this road A

on thís road (A) and

A

B

A

B

B

A J\A
road (B), would they boËh walk just

as tired or would one be more Ëired

Show me how you can find ouË ..."

Èhe oËher on this

they both be just

How do you know?

as Íar?

than the

etc.

". . I¡Iould

other?



If the chíl-d has given a correct ansl,/er, the experimenter stresses

the fact that the end points of A and B coincíde: "But look where this

road (A) stops, right where the other one does (B); perhaps they're the

same length, dontt you think so? Tell me why you think so?"

If a child has answered incorrectly, the experimenter reminds him

of hor¿ A and B looked ínítial1y when they were both laid out straight.

"When this wÍre (A) was sËraighË, how vras íL? üiere Lhey both the same

lengËh, aË the beginning?" Finally, Ëhe experimenter draws hís attentíon

to the detours of A by running hís finger along them: "Look what thi-s

one's like (A) and that one (B) is quite straight.'l

The experimenter then straightens A as it has been oríginally.

Second situation. The experimenter t\^/ists A such thaË r.uhen the

two wires are laid out one below Ëhe other, A stops short of B.

The interview ís conducted as for the first siËuation.

2. RESPONSES

Nonconservation (below Six to Seven Years)

These children give wrong ans\^rers to the conservation quesËions

ín both situations. In the fírst, they judge the two wires of equal

length and in the second they think that A is shorter than B because iË

"doesntt go as far." Reminding them of the longer length of A, whích

they had observed ín the presentatíon, does not lead them to change theír

aIISI¡¡ef S.

Intermedíate

Children at a first intermediate level eive Ëhe correct answer in

ehe first síËuation but not in the second. At a slightly higher leve1,
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children can give some correct answers in the second sítuation, but Ëhey

are not convinced and cannoË give a fu11 explanation for any correct

anslders.

Conservation (from Eight Years)

These children give correcË answers ín both situaËions and give

one or more of the following reasons:

"Itts as far to wa1k, youtve jusË bent the wíre't (t'id.enËityrt

argument) .

"If you put thís road straight like it was before, itts longer

than the other one, so nor¡r, even if ít stops where the other one stops,

iË's longer" ("reversibility" argumenË).

"Itts this wire (A) which ís longer, Ít stops before the other

one, but itrs got bumps and zigzags" (ttcompensationrt argument).

Furthermore, these children stick to their correct ansr¡rers even

when Ëhe experímenËer Èríes to make them change their minds.
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Tube Rotation Task

lvlaterials: Place hollow tube and the yellow, red, and green candies on

the table.

Task DescriPtion

"Here is a hollo¡^¡ tube (1ook through it) and there are three

candies (point) ... l.rlhat colors are the candies? ... I am going to put

the candies inËo the tube, and then I will ask you which one will come

out first. Letrs try it." (Insert candies through side A.)

"Fiïst, I put in the yellow one. Second, I put in Ëhe red one.

And 1asË, I put in the green one." (Do not rotate Ëhe Ëube, but Ëip ít

and make Êhe candies slíde dovm to the other side. )

"No\,/, vrhich one will come out of thís end first (point to side B)?

... I,lhích one second? ... I¡Ihich one last?"

"Letts try it again. Thís time I wíll do something diffelent."

(Insert candies through side A. )

"First, I put in the yellow one. Second, I puË in Ëhe red one.

And last, I put in the green one. Nor,i waËch carefully." (Rotate the

tube 180 degrees.)

"Inlhich one will come out first? ... l{hich one second? ... ltrhich

one lasË?'t



Task Instructions for Ëhe Production Tests

Materials:

1. One ball, atËached Ëo a stick with a string.

2. One red ball, one yellow ball, and an ínclined trough ten inches long.

3. One míniaËure toy dog and one miniature toy rabbit.

4. One miniature t.oy blue car and one miníature Ëoy red car.

5. One girl puppet and one boy puppet.

10 action sequences as lisËed on page 13.

The experimenter places the task materíals on the table and names

Ëhem in the following manner, for example,

"Here is a ball, attached to a sËick, with Ëhis string.

Now, íËts your Ëurn, what would you call this" and Ëhe experiment.er

poinËs out ihe ball and then the sËick.

The experimenter waits for Ëhe subject Ëo identify the objects

appropriately.

The experimenter then says, "Nolnr I would like you to watch closely

because I am going to do something with the ball and the stíck, Ëhen I

would líke you to tell me about it.tl

The experiment,er performs one of Ëhe actíon sequences appropríaËe

to the task materials, and then says, "Tell me about ít.tr

If the subject responds in the active voíce, the following probe

will be employed "Tell me about it in a different r¡ray - for example, tell

me about the _ ." (The experimenter refers Ëo the recipient object of

the subjectrs sentence.)
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Prior to the acËual testing, the experimenter will euploy this

procedure in a training trial with unrelated iLems to ensure that Ëhe

subject understands the task dírections. For example, "The hammer hit

the peg. "



Production Tasks

A. A ball híËËing a sËick.

B. A stick hitting a ball.

C. A red ball bumping a yellow ball.

D. A yellow ball bumping a yellow ball.

E. A cat chasíng a dog.

F. A dog chasing a caË.

G. A red car smashing into a yellow car.

H. A yellow car smashing into a red car.

I. A girl puppet pushing a boy pupper.

J. A boy puppet pushing a gír1 pupper.
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Counterbalancing Production Tasks
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Task Instructions for Ëhe Comprehension Tests

MaËerials:

1. One ball attached to a sËick with a string.

2. One red baI1, one yellow ball, and an inclined trough 10 i_nches in

length.

3. One miniaËure toy rabbit and one miníature toy dog.

4. One miniature toy red car and one míniature toy blue car.

5. One boy puppet and one gír1 puppet.

20 stiinulus seritences (10 active and 10 passive)

The experimenter places the task material on the table and names

them in the following manner, for example, "Here is a ball, atËached to a

sËick, with this string. Now, itts your turn, what would you call thisr"

and the experímenter points out each item índividually and waits for the

subject to identify each object appropriately.

The experimenter then says, "Nor,r you are goíng to do something

wiËh the ball and the stick.

I am goíng to say a sentence, then you are going to do what the

sentence savs.

Now, lisËen carefully, ..." (The experimenter says either an

active or passive seritence as prescribed in the counterbalancing.)

Prior to Ëhe actual ËesËing, the experimenter will ernploy the

identical procedure with unrelated task iËems untíl the subjecË under-

stands the task. For example, "The hammer hit the peg."
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20 Cornprehension SenËences

Stimulus Sentence

The ball hit the srick.

The ball was hir by rhe srick.

The stick hit the bal1.

The sËick was hir by the bal1.

The red ball hiËs rhe green ba1l.

The red ball was hit by the green bal1.

The green ball hit Ëhe red ba1l.

The green ball was hit bv the red ball.

The cat

The cat

The dog

The dog

The red

The red

The blue

The blue

chases the dog.

was chased by the dog.

chases the caË.

was chased by the caË.

car bumps Ëhe blue car.

car vüas bumped by the blue car.

car bumps the red car.

car l/as bumped by Ëhe red car.

The girl puppet pushes the boy puppeË.

The gír1 puppet was pushed by rhe boy pupper.

The boy puppeË pushes the girl puppet.

The boy puppeË was pushed by the girl puppet.
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Task InstrucÈions for the Identification Task

Materials:

5 sets of cartoons depicting reversible action 
""qrr"rr".".l

20 stímulus senËences (10 actíve and 10 passive voice sentences)

The experimenter places one set of the cartoons on Ëhe table in

front of rhe child.

The experimenËer says "Here are two pictures that I r¿ould like

you to look at. rn this picËure there is ..." (the experimenter names

and ídentifies each object in each picture).

The experimenter Ëhen says ttNotr/, iirs your turn, what would you

call this ..." (and points to each object in the pícËures).

AfLer the subject has correctly named and identified the objects

in each picture, the experimenter røil1 say,

"Norn/, I am going Ëo say a sentence and you will pick ouË and

give me the picture that Ëhis sentence talks about."

Prior to the actual tesËing itself, the experimenter will employ

this procedure ín a traíning tríal, with unrelated task items Ëo ensure

that the subject understands the task directions.

1 Fot purposes of counterbalancing, each carËoon paÍr was duplícated,
with one set mounted on red paper and the other set mounted on black papeï.
The resulting ten pairs of cartoons r¡zere Ëhen count.erbalanced across
subjects such that the presentation of active and passive voice senËences
of each pair were not in close proximity. The ÞreSentâtión óf eâch cartoonrs
active and pasSíve voise senËence \,üas det.enhined rândömly on the Scoring
sheets prior Ëo the interview.



Identifícation Tasks

67.

S entence
VoiceCartoons Verbal Stimulus

I. The boy hiË the ba1l. 1. The boy hit the bal1. Act,ive
The ball hit the boy" 2. The boy was hit by the

ball. Passive
3. The ball hit the boy. Active
4. The ball r,¡as hÍt bv the

boy. Passive

II. The dog chased the caË. 1. The dog chased the cat. Active
The cat chased the dog. 2. The dog was chased by

the cat. Passive
3. The caË chased the dog. Active
4. The cat was chased by

the dog. Passive

III. The boy pushed the girl 1. The boy pushed the girl
on the swing. on the swing. AcËÍve
The girl pushed the boy 2. The boy was pushed by
on the swíng. the girl on the swing. Passive

3. The girl pushed Ëhe boy
on the swing. Active

4. The girl was pushed by
the boy on Ëhe swing. Passíve

IV. The truck pulled the car. 1. The truck pu11ed the
The car pulled the truck. car. Active

2. The truck was pulled
by the car. Passive

3. The car pulled the
Ëruck. Active

4, The car was pulled by
Ëhe Ëruck. Passive

V. The girl splashed the boy. 1. The girl splashed Ëhe
boy. Active

2, The girl was splashed
by the boy. Passive

3. The boy splashed the
girl. Active

4. The boy was splashed
by the girl. Passive
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TABLE 8.1

Number of Boys and Girls in Nonconserver,

Transitional Conserver, and Conserver Levels

COGN]T]VE LEVEL

NC TC

SEX Kindergarten Grade I Kindergarten Grade I Kindergarten Grade I

Boys 7

Girls 6

Total i3

J

¿

5

I6

25

35

53

B8 3 tI
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TABLE 8.2

Mean Ages of Boys and Gírls at Nonconserver,

Transitional Conserver, and Conserver Levels

COGNIT]VE LEVEL

NC TC Total

N Mean Age N Mean Age N Mean Age N Mean AgeùltÀ (years) (years) (years) (years)

Boys 10 6.13 8 6.5 7 6.68 25 6.40

Girls B 6.03 8 6.17 7 6.62 23 6.26

Total 18 6.09 16 6.33 L4 6.65 48 6.34
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TABLE 8.3

Mean Conservation Scores of Boys and Girls at the

Nonconserver, Transitj-onal Conserver and

Conserver Levels

NC

COGNITIVE LEVEL

TC Total

sEXNMeanNMeanNMeanNr,iean

Boys 10 0. 3 8 3. 50 7 5 .7I 25 z.B4

Girls 8 0.25 B 2.i5 7 5.26 23 2.65

ToËal 18 0.28 16 3. i3 14 5.50 48 2.75
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M. Ma1Ís

Subj ect

Language Study:

MF

Active-Passíve Voice

BírËhdate
72.

Date
Time

Task

C

P

I

The sËick was

(A boy puppet

Item

hít by the bal1. (T)
pushing a girl pupper.)

Response

1.
2.
3.

Te11
say
' Ine garl puppet...

C

P

The red ball hit rhe green ba1t.
(A ball ís hitring a sríck. ) 1.

J.

Te11
say
ttThe stick. . .

C

P

The rabbit r,/as chased
(A stick is hitting a

by the dog.
ball. ) 1. Tell

2. Say
3. "The bal1...

C

P

The red car
(A red ball.

bumps the blue car.
is bunping a green ba1l. ) 1. Tell

2. Say
3. "The green. ball...

C

P

The girl puppet
(A green ball is

was pushed by the boy
bumping a red ba11. )

puppet.
'I

J.

say
Te11

t'The red ba1l...

C

P

The ball hir the srick. (T)
(A rabbit is chasíng a dog.)

The green ball r¡as hit by Ëhe red ba11.
(A dog is chasing a rabbir.)

1.
2.
J.

Tel1
say
ItmL ^Ittc dog. . .

C

P 'I

)
a
J.

Te11
say
ttThe rabbit. . .

P

The dog chases the rabbit.
(A red car is smashing into a blue car. ) Tell

say

1

2
ttThe blue car...

C

P

The blue car T¡/as bumped by the red car.
(A blue car is smashing into a red car.) 1. Tell

2. Say
3. "The red car...

C

P

The boy pupper
(A girl pupper

pushes the girl
is pushing a boy

puppet.
Tell
say)

puppet. )

ttThe boy puppet...
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M. Malis

Subj ect

Language Study: Active-Passive Voíce

Identification Tasks

M F Birthdate Date

Time

SetLR

D.
I

A

Sentence

The car was pulled by the truck.
The truck pulled the car.

The boy hit the bal1.

Response

The ball was hit by the boy.

Bt The cat was chased by the dog.

The dog chased the cat.

t:

The dog was chased by the cat.

Et The boy splashed the girl.
The girl splashed the boy.

At The boy was hít by the ba1l.
The ball hít the boy.

The Ëruck was pulled by the car.
The car pulled the Ëruck.

The girl was splashed by the boy.

The boy was splashed by the gir1.

The boy (on the swing) was pushed by the girl.
The girl pushed the boy (on the swing).

The boy pushed the girl (on the sr¿ing).

The girl (on the swing) was pushed by the boy.

The caË chased the doe.

ToLal Number Correct

Total Number Incorrect
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